AWS NEWSLETTER
October is
ADOPT A
SHELTER DOG
month
Halloween Pet Parade

Meet Meeka

At the New Milford Dog
Park

Saturday, October 26th
2pm

During construction AWS is
open for adoptions by
appointment.

Meeka is a beautiful Hound from West
Virginia. She loves to be in the open air
and would like a home where she can
partake of outdoor pursuits such as
hiking. She likes other dogs so a
brother or sister would be fine.
To learn more about Meeka, call the

Call the shelter at
860.354.1350

shelter at 860.354.1350

ONGOING EVENTS

WASHINGTON FARMERS'
MARKET
Saturdays
October 12 & 26
10am -1pm
Please come by and meet
our AWS canine
ambassadors, have a chat
with us about AWS and
learn more about our cats
and dogs for adoption.

VISIT US AT PETCO
October 5 & 6
at Petco
(169 Danbury Rd.)
AWS representatives will be
there from 10am-2pm to
answer your questions, and
introduce you to some of our
feline friends.

PET THRIFT SHOP
October 12 & 26
10am - 1pm
Bargains on gently-used pet
goods.

THE EVOLUTION OF PUPPY
DOG EYES
Dogs have evolved new muscles
around the eyes to better
communicate with humans.
New research comparing the anatomy and behavior of dogs and
wolves suggests dogs' facial anatomy has changed over thousands of
years specifically to allow them to better communicate with humans.
In the first detailed analysis comparing the anatomy and behavior of
dogs and wolves, researchers found that the facial musculature of
both species was similar, except above the eyes. Dogs have a small
muscle, which allows them to intensely raise their inner eyebrow,
which wolves do not.
The authors suggest that the inner eyebrow raising movement triggers
a nurturing response in humans because it makes the dogs' eyes
appear larger, more infant-like and also resembles a movement
humans produce when they are sad.
Read more HERE

WHY YOU SHOULD ADOPT A BLACK CAT OR DOG
A popular myth is that black cats and dogs are hard to find homes for.
But is it true? Yes and no. Ask a shelter worker and they are likely to
tell you that animals with black fur are usually the last to be adopted,
but a study by the ASPCA found that black dogs and cats actually
have the highest rates of adoption.
It turns out that it's all about the numbers. In both cats and dogs the
genes responsible for a black coat are dominant. So there are simply
more black dogs and cats than there are brown, white, or gray.
Besides the fact that black goes with everything, here are three great
reasons to adopt a black dog or cat from AWS:

"A black cat crossing your path signifies the animal is going
somewhere."
Groucho Marx
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